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Abstract - An algorithm for blockchain technology is 

described in this  article to validate digital  certificates. 

Graduation certificates must be easily validated because the 

number of students and graduates from universities and other 

higher education institutions is increasing annualy[1]. In this 

research, we propose two financial models where employers 

and graduates are the primary service players and the price of 

services is balanced. Employers want quick and dependable 

verification of their employees' degrees, and students want 

inexpensive, easily verifiable certificates. False credentials are a 

serious problem. It's not hard to obtain a phony education 

certificate in India. Employers who take on thousands of first- 

year students pay a large sum of money to have the 

qualifications and academic records of candidates verified. 

Key Words: (Blockchain, Document Verification, Digital 

Certificate, distributed, Pre-processing). 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 
 

Students will receive numerous certifications during the session. 

These credentials are presented by students when they seek for jobs 

in the public or private sectors. It is necessary to personally verify 

each of these certifications[3]. There are instances when students 

offer phony credentials that are hard to spot. In academia, the 

problem of phony academic credentials has long existed. This is 

due to the fact that these certificates are inexpensive to create and 

necessitate manual validation, which makes the validation 

procedure extremely difficult. By keeping digital certificates on the 

blockchain, this issue can be resolved. 

 
 

1.1 Problem Definition 
 

The issue of fraudulent certificates in current systems is a 

significant one. Businesses that hire thousands of new hires make 

a substantial financial commitement in confirming the 

qualifications and educational background of applicants[1]. We are 

utilizing blockchain technology to validate educational certificates 

through the implementation of a system of electronic system in 

order to address this problem. 

1.2 Model Architecture 

 
Universities must first enroll in order to receive blockchain-based 

unchangeable credentials. Every university has a wallet address that 

can be used to send money. Owners of smart contracts are the only 

ones who can add universities. The university can use the system to 

create document with data domains once it has been uploaded.[14] 

Every created certificate is returned with a distinct hash produced by 

the SHA-256 method and saved in the Interplanetary File System 

(IPFS). This functions as a special ID for every document [15]. The 

learner receives the transaction ID that results from storing all of this 

information on the blockchain, together with the hash and certificate 

details that were generated. 
 

. 
 

 
 

Fig.1: Model Architecture 
 

1.3 Shamir Secret Sharing 
 

A strategy for sharing a particular secret share among a number of 

reliable participants is known as a secret sharing scheme in 

cryptography. You ought to keep this information private and safe 

even though it can contain really crucial information that you'll need 

later.[13] As a combination, these stocks illustrate and rebuild the 

riddle, but individually they are completely worthless. Consider a 

secret sharing program that is similar to a jigsaw puzzle as a 

brainstorming exercise[10]. 
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where the ten players each receive a portion of the problem, but 

it is entirely blank. Only when all the pieces are assembled 

will the puzzle's image become apparent.[4] To breach the 

system, the idea is to disperse keys from one physical 

location to several different sites. 

. 
 

1.4 SHA-1(Hash) 

 
 

From an input, the cryptographic hash function and the hash 

result generated by algorithm is 160 bits [5].For this message 

digest, a 40- digit hexadecimal number is often displayed[7]. 

This federal information processing standard was produced 

by the US National Security Agency. SHA-1 has been seen 

as unreliable since 2005. Major IT firms like Google, Apple, 

Microsoft, and Mozilla ceased supporting SHA-1 in 2017. 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Objectives 
 

In addition to saving paper, the system lowers administrative 

expenses, stops document forgeries, and offers accurate and 

trustworthy digital certificate information[8]. The 

correctness, security, and immutability of the data are 

guaranteed by this system. Develop a validation algorithm 

that is capable of verifying every peer for every request for 

access. 

 

 

3. Scope of Study 

 
 

Boxes in class diagrams stand in for classes. A class diagram 

is a kind of structural diagram that uses the classes, 

properties, operations, and relationships between classes to 

illustrate a system's structure.In [3] Representing a system's 

static structure in terms of classes and the connections 

between them is the aim of a class diagram. 

 

 
 

Fig .2: Class Diagram 

Activity diagrams are graphical representations of step-by-

step activity and action workflows that support selection, 

repetition, and concurrent execution.[10]Activity 

diagramscan be used to illustrate the dynamic aspects of a 

system. A flow chart showing the flow from one activity 

to the next. Activity diagrams are therefore considered 

flowcharts.[4] The main element used in this diagram is 

the activity itself. Activities are functions performed by 

the system. Activity diagrams are good for modeling the 

activity flow of a system. 

. 
 

 
 

Fig .3: Activity Diagram 

 
A use case diagram outlines the system's scope and high-

level capabilities. Use case illustrations illustrate how system 

users of the system under design interact with other people or 

external devices.[5] Use cases for suggested system requests 

are frequently created in conjunction with software developers 

and other users. 
 

. 
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Fig .4: Use Case Diagram 
 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
 

We have effectively examined the operation of digital certificate 

validation in this study. When implementing candidate validation in 

a corporate setting and using legally certified candidate certificates, 

this paradigm can be applied. Within the system, the automatic 

issuing of certificates is transparent and open[11]. As a result, an 

organization or business can ask the system for information 

regarding certificates. In addition to preventing document forgeries 

and saving administrative costs, the suggested solution offers 

accurate and trustworthy digital certificate information. 
 

. 
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